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been some
them there
that these
things

A green and jagged stone hand comes to life.
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amount is which enough
right there is
just the some time

A meteorite lands in the desert and begins expanding — causing death and destruction.
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point would paper
with one was down

three will three
and who stood were this

piece of that had place
each might each matters

another and about it
as often or about blurs

A private investigator wakes up and finds himself wearing a baseball cap from which music is
emanating.
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     to and felt

An invisible employee decides to impersonate the company president.
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chord owe pot
in a them in on them
the field the came

       panes

When a plane crashes in the South American jungle, a number of people from varied
walks of life find themselves stranded.
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glasses and square
in any clear own
over is everything

                 else

one most sort
bottom to ground
line as else
surface like
  the quick

       object less

A boy awakens in the middle of the night to see his grandparents disappearing underground.
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those
         eling along
either which
                      top

An electro-biologist persuades the only survivor of a train crash to submit to some experiments
involving grasshoppers.
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aloft and wind space clay
large drops of dome top after
to thus basket at will
make thick eight to rope
apex as it does
a ring at the ray seems
       adding

After the fall of Troy, Helen flees to Egypt, where her beauty once again foments revolt.
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the say
on the one
and as it
might
as add word

A young girl shuns romance because she fears her own power to change into a huge boulder.
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one and another
two were another
is of any one

that and one once are
all there to that there
and to some then

anyone inside in them
some were such once them

Several men meet their deaths at the hands of a monster. Two monsters from the Department of
the Interior come to look the situation over.
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a relation do it
between went
              on and on
anymore all
  of it a
always again

A man in trenchcoat and fedora leans over a rail in deep fog.
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mass meant
         as though of the word
                mass

A gay young heiress without a serious thought in her head discovers that she has only a few
moments to live.
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                                                back                                         then

                                                been                                         while

An archeological expedition discovers the mummy of Im-Ho-Tep in an Egyptian tomb. Years
later, Im-Ho-Tep, who has come to life, directs another expedition, this one to the tomb of an
Egyptian princess.
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                       to the
                       tone and
                       still too

matter in a more tone
                     order to
     about the
through for course of lots

A mosquito bite upsets Martin's system: he feels a strong urge to rise at dawn and run like a race
horse.
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in the
in this
certain

A fake medium tells an imposter he can communicate with her supposedly dead husband.
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would and would this
like more so
                       some
than with that
only more only

A runaway orphan who feels inferior because of his size decides to roller skate from New York to
London.
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weight joined in
                  apace
pipes one
were thin of the made from

Near the Sierra Madre mountains a hardened criminal, a psychotic killer, and two women
encounter a woman of Amazonian proportions, sheathed in a  skin-tight metal film that
casts off an eerie radiation.
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closed seemed a jade
thus one at most round it
the point of the threads
          crayon

A man escapes from a hospital for the criminally insane and desperately strives to establish his...
what? What?
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it was a out in the cold

A happy picnic group suddenly feels the impact of World War II when the Germans invade
Russia and shoot their sandwiches.
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the ice been note
are fire how
wrinkly in them

squares

am to cook
from the one part point

too more
being there
limits these fit

A green Naval lieutenant is assigned the command of a ship with an experimental crew consisting
of men dressed as radishes.
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auto-material
         and
non-automatic

A famous British doctor attempts to free Baron Sardonicus from the paralysis that has frozen his
face into a hideous fixed grin.
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some only
something sinks
         as to to
the other ground
up as one
       forms tire

A carnival girl arrives in a small southern town and falls in love with a bearded, aristocratic
postman.
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on this and
       the of
    as by were
are varies

Scientists are skeptical when beings from the planet Mysteroid suggest a friendly game of bridge.
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erased among ture
   can as with
not have each
    with with what
beak

An American fashion designer and an expatriot transvestite clash — then clinch — in a case of
mistaken identity.
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were from and any when
in

"Were from and any when in," she replied.
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by the enough to it
          diminish
both the one and each

A short professor sets out to solve the riddle of the disappearance of some cobalt into a bullseye
on an archery range.
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     the them
     on the town
     in a turn
     on the list

other such very and just
each time

Broke and unsuccessful, songwriter Gus Edwards sees his chance to make it big when he bounces
off some dancing newsboys made entirely of rubber.
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rather on things
more than though

Werner von Basil is a chess expert — but has never played a game in his life.
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thing
same
can
are

A bull terrier rises from Bowery to blue ribbons.
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first this case weight there is to these
wishes after match
more or thing nor that
on one's other on the sort
                     color
to all cases of call cases
                                lift
there very are the certain
such as if it were so again

When a young inventor goes to Washington to get a patent, he becomes entangled in quantities
of red tape.
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more and than rather

A brilliant young couple dance off the edge of the floor and fall into space.
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id
murray accident
  march hum eft cheese
board glad ask
ark plaid mouse
            please lain

cart latin
sleet sift bulbous
nun cat
race mast pinch
bum
       alum latin

When a friend is injured in a battle with gangsters, a brain specialist gives him the brain
of a dying gangster, in a dream. All three wake up in Honolulu.
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sparkling from with
do not with

what matter what
only is what

An Army rocket, returning from Venus, crashes into the sea, and a sealed container rescued from
it contains a figurine depicting Einstein... Marvin Einstein.
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he didn't have did it

A man attends a funeral that turns out to be his own. A woman is accused of being the mistress of
a man she doesn't know. A woman plots to kill three people by turning them against each other.
A man is struck and killed by a gigantic flyswatter — after viewing the above three sequences in a
movie theater.
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2 kinds of one on and/or one
the other one with one other
do with one
either one, say one, thing

Two of America's most flatulent citizens find themselves in a haunted house.
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in many falls and coming points several depths mass

A jigsaw puzzle fanatic conducts experiments using warped boards belonging to a slender tycoon.
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the act of wall
the act of over
the act of air
the act of or

In Sweden a lonely boy looks for a friend at the end of a rainbow. A film explains what causes a
rainbow.
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in the front yellow side
either to a water
hind and smooth from points
room brown to blow away

A woman who believes she's under the curse of the leopard suspects her husband of infidelity.
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ward of the strand
look by a back sort
apart which bands less length
parallel without side
than an inch
off seems appear
far as alternate feet

A pair of red suspenders is seen running down a railroad track.
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it is was
place the however
were

The Japanese attack on Singapore disrupts a young couple's dinner. The man thinks the girl has
been killed. The girl, however, has only been hypnotized by a reflection in her water glass.
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most color form step
look alike
bare sand now blond
by the hand
then tiny hollows out ten later
white hem is right flat out rise
the above begins yards on color
soon even the more shade press

An oddly built man rescues a Georgia peach from feuding hillbillies.
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gree that and table
the old haps

A woman who believes she's underwater suspects her husband of infidelity.
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up but about it over
             prise
same most quarter
long's it been go
           knew
files with very fawn
once and more stair

When twenty-year-old Kay Banks announces that she's going to get married, the entire Banks
household is thrown into a canyon.
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gong
knot whelm

niece
             dice

           pars

In Japan crickets are kept in cages and used as watchdogs. If a stranger approaches during the
night, the crickets stop chirping and start barking.
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since
cup
then
good

A South American poet goes to the movies, for the first time, in 1931.
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and hence and own
took by
             out or be nearly
and now in been it out
what that are
                       which
such about have and are that
then or did the only was
the one as one
                       been for even
so if it at all

A girl thinks she is going insane when she sees her brother commit suicide with a beachball.
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the slot
has slot

In the Ozarks, a madman imprisons three monsters in a cave guarded by a tourist.


